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biologists do not want to perpetuate a
bureaucracy. Before it dies, will the
Commission drop its dictum of nonprescription? We hope not. Who has
the wisdom or perhaps stupidity to
claim omniscience? Yet, without assumming noblesse oblige, is it possible
that CUEBS does owe many institutions more guidance? How many of
the two thousand colleges have staffs
of outstanding biologists or educators?
In how many do those with ideas have
the free time, money and facilities to
implement those ideas? The Commission faces these questions; it has not
solved them.
The brain-children of the Commission--published papers, i n s t i tu tes,
centers of materials and methods, con-

sultant bureaus-may survive the
parent. Perhaps AIBS can continue
on a models scale to keep the yeast
fermenting. And another generation
will certainly be faced with new problems, the old problems in new guise,
and with new suggestions for remedy
which might include CUEBS II.
At no time in the future can we
afford the research-teaching gap to
reestablish. The scientist's invoilvement in teaching is as vital as the
teacher's involvement in science; may
we hope that they be actually the
same organism.
Commission Address:
CUEBS
1717 Massachusetts Ave. NW Suite 403
Washington, D.C. 20036

SOLD! Another Demonstration Desk
The demonstration desk in the science classroom is an expensive
tradition that needs to be re--€valuated. In all of the curriculum changes
and plans, all of the "alphabet sciences", and all of the classroom and
laboratory plans, no one has yet suggested that the way to get the teacher
out into the class for individual instruction is to remove the Demonstration
Desk from the classroom; and allow this wasteful space to be taken over
by regular much less expensive, student laboratory tables.
Teachers who need demonstration desks to hide behind do not belong
in and are not instructors of science in the laboratory or individual instruction science. Science instructors should be out in their classrooms, involved
with their students. Teachers may find this more work at first but surely
class attitude towards science for each individual will improve; primarily
because each student will be taught as an individual. This is an impossibility
for the demonstration-lecture teacher, but not for the laboratory-concept
science instructor. Of course, that big monstrosity at the front of the room
could be turned over to the students, if it must be kept.
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